Fire in the Desert
Joshua Tree National Park

Fire in Nature

Fire plays an important role in forests,
grasslands, and other natural communi
ties throughout the world. Some plants
reproduce better after a fire. Fires can
remove dense grasses and shrubs which
compete for food and water with trees.
Nature is constantly changing and fire is
a part of that change.
Fire is also important in deserts. •Fires are not as common in deserts

because there is less to burn - shrubs
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are usually widely spaced and grasses
not as abundant as in wetter areas.

Nevertheless, the desert we see today
in Joshua Tree National Park is the result

of centuries of lightning-caused fires.
When we supress fires an important
natural process is stopped. In nature,
fire returns nutrients to the soil. It

breaks up big stands of vegetation into a
mosaic of smaller patches. It changes
the vegetation growing in the area from
one type to another.
Most desert plants are highly sus
ceptible to fire. Their shallow roots are
easily burned. Seeds lying on the
ground waiting to germinate are quickly
destroyed.
As in a forest, recovery is slow after a
fire. Joshua trees can live for hundreds

of years. If one burns, it will take that
long to grow back to full size. Even small
shrubs like blackbrush may require 50
years to return to a burned area. As
devastating as it may appear, fire is still
a natural process. The desert does grow
back.
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History

Records of fires In the Park date back to

Two large fires burned in recent

1945. Seventy-four percent of the fires
were started by lightning. The remaining

years. In 1979 the Quail Mountain Fire

26% were human caused. Most of the

fire burned 5,158 acres, Both fires were

fires occurred between May 18 and

started by lightning strikes.

September 20. All fires were fought by
California Department of Forestry and
Federal agency personnel.
The number and intensity of light
ning fires has increased over the past 50
years. Before 1965, most lightning fires
burned 0.25 acre or less. After 1965,

many more large fires were reported.
This may be due to an increase of
grasses due to more rainfall, less cattle
grazing, and the introduction of(nonnative) species of grass. Since i 979, the
Park has averaged four Class B fires
(burning .25 to 9 acres) per year. All of
the larger fires have occurred in the
western half of the Park.

burned 6,000 acres. The 1995 Covington

